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A Marine biology university employee inspects corals growing on tables in the Red Sea as a part of a research in the
Interuniversity Institute for Marine Sciences near the southern Israeli city Eilat. — AFP photos

The Red Sea resort city
of Eilat and the

Jordanian city of Aqaba
in the background.

It’s a musician’s dream-rehearse alongside a full
orchestra, but in your own living room.  And the
immersive experience is possible because, yes, there’s

an app for that, courtesy of a French start-up, Digital
Music Solutions. “NomadPlay” is all down to an algorithm
which separates out the sound components of a score to
remove any instrument as desired, fading out an oboe or
piano part for instance, and allowing the home musician
to join the fray.

“When we were young we all practiced with records
to get the impression we were playing along with the
Vienna or Berlin philharmonic. That was very gratify-
ing,” internationally-renowned French violinist Renaud
Capucon, 43, told AFP. “But it was a nightmare when
our parents heard us play because it just wasn’t the
same thing!”

Now, thanks to the app, “you’re accompanied by an
orchestra all on your own in your room-it’s extraordi-
nary.” Clothilde Chalot and Hannelore Guittet started
Digital Music Solutions in Paris five years ago. Their app
can be downloaded for free on a phone or tablet and
offers a catalogue of albums, ranging from Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony to Schubert’s Fantasia in F Minor.
Amateurs and professionals buy the pieces for between
five and 20 euros ($5.60-$22.50).

Karaoke style 
Capucon, the app’s “ambassador,” offered AFP a

demonstration of its capabilities at the Festival de Paques
in the southern town of Aix-en-Provence in April. Taking
Ravel’s string quartet, he clicked on the violin symbol to
eliminate the sound of the part, before accompanying the

piece with his own instrument. The concept is similar to
that of karaoke, where fans grab the mic to provide their
own vocals to the original backing track. Yet the
NomadPlay app is more elaborate. 

First off, you can search by level-beginner, intermedi-
ate, experienced or expert-or by instrument, as well as by
composer.  You can increase or slow down the tempo,
repeat a bar or part of a bar and even annotate the score.
Capucon says the app is brimming with educational
promise as it can help budding musicians “learn a work
more quickly with this harmonic help.” For professionals
such as himself, the system offers a “huge time gain” as
“when finally you practice with the others, you already
have the reflexes”.

Emulate Rostropovich? 
He does concede, however, that the app per se will not

transform the user into a musical genius. “It’s not going to
turn you into a (Yehudi) Menuhin or (Mstislav)
Rostropovich”. Indeed “if the pupil only works with the
app you could say it’s dangerous... but from the point of
view of speeding up the job, it is very positive,” said
Capucon.

For Marc Bourreau, a teacher and lecturer at engineer-
ing college Telecom ParisTech, applications dedicated to
music, be it for listening, micing or editing, have become
ever more sophisticated. “This digitally-pushed evolution
eliminated the frontier between creator/artist and con-
sumer,” he said.

In an age where “children grow up with their tablets you
have to give music this technological and entertaining side
to spark their interest,” added Dominique Bluzet, executive
director at the Festival de Paques. Bluzet says concerts
these days are no longer the only way to introduce young
people to music. NomadPlay is already working with the
Strasbourg Philharmonic Orchestra, National Orchestra of
France’s Ile de France region around Paris and their Rouen-
Normandy equivalent.

It hopes to extend its repertoire by September to
include scores played by a broader range of ensembles.
“We shall be able to try out the tempo of different conduc-
tors (and offer) preparation which affords musicians
greater flexibility,” Capucon said.

Practice anywhere 
Chalot says the app can offer discs a second life. “We

wanted to find a new economic model for recorded music
which has been around for 100 years,” said the 38-year-
old, who has worked at the Paris Opera and the Rouen-
Normandy Opera. “We tell independent and major labels
that ‘this is also a way of getting your artists known’,” said
Chalot.

Around a dozen people worked on the app, whose cre-
ation was partly funded by the CM-CIC Innovation invest-
ment fund and French culture ministry.  “The day we ran
the first tests I cried. It was magnificent,” Chalot recalled.
To date, the catalogue is purely classical music but the
company says it is in talks with independent pop and rock
producers as it looks to “open up to all genres.” — AFP

Adozen feet deep in the azure waters of
the Red Sea, Israeli marine ecologist
Assaf Zvuloni firmly grasped a bright red

coral fastened to a metal jetty piling. The coral
and others close by would most likely perish in
planned maintenance works at the site, degrad-
ing all the benefits they bring to underwater life.
So to save them, Zvuloni and his colleague Assaf
Habary have donned scuba gear and armed
themselves with chisels and hammers before
diving underwater to remove the coral and take
them to a new location. “We need to safeguard
them,” Habary, of the Israel Nature and Parks
Authority, said after the dive. It is important to
“maintain the ecosystem’s health,” he said.

On a recent day, Habary, Gulf of Eilat region-
al manager for the authority, placed a chisel at
the bottom of the red coral and carefully began
hitting, causing a loud clacking to reverberate
through the silent sea. Coral use the 16-metre
(52-foot) pilings supporting an oil jetty off the
southern Israeli resort city Eilat as artificial
reefs, creating colorful and varied vertical
mosaics that support much of the marine life
around. The area around the jetty is closed to
boats and divers, enabling the coral to thrive
undisturbed. But maintenance work planned on
the jetty would be fatal to the animals-a pro-
tected species under Israeli law, with the Nature
and Parks Authority tasked with their relocation.

‘Important animals’
After a short while, the red coral came off the

piling, and Zvuloni carefully placed it in a small
pink plastic crate he held in his free hand along-
side a number of others that had been recently
removed. The two divers swam up to the surface
of the water where Avi, the skipper of the small
motorboat that brought them to the site, leaned
over to take the crate, placing it in a large blue
container on the stern of the swaying vessel. The
boat sped off to the nearby Underwater
Observatory Marine Park, where the coral will
be divided between the reef there and a large
aquarium.

Zvuloni estimates that they have relocated
1,000 coral over the past year, not only from the
jetty and other structures but also from pieces
of waste that had been sitting on the seabed and
were being cleared away. Not all coral, however,
allow themselves to be evacuated. Zvuloni and
Habary spent many long and precious underwa-
ter minutes trying to remove a yellow, dome-

shaped stony coral before throwing in the towel.
“We’ll have to use a crowbar,” Habary said
grimly. Each coral constitutes a vital habitat to
animals and plants.  “Corals in general are very
important animals in being species that engineer
the environment,” Zvuloni said. “It’s much more
than just the coral itself.” While relocation saves
the coral from a certain death, not all survive the
move, which could be to the observatory and
local educational facilities, or even the
Jerusalem zoo’s aquarium.

‘Very sensitive one’ 
Coral populations around the world are

undergoing bleaching and dying due to glob-
al warming, but the population in the north-
ern Red Sea has remained stable due to its
unique heat resistance. “Being stable these
days is a privilege,” Zvuloni said. In another
area of the northern Red Sea, experiments
have been ongoing to measure the health of
the region’s corals. While relatively heat
resistant, factors such as pollution from
heavy metals could harm the corals’ durabili-

ty, said Guilhem Banc-Prandi, a 25-year-old
French marine biologist working on a doctor-
ate at the Interuniversity Institute for Marine
Sciences in Eilat.

The proximity of the Gulf of Eilat’s reefs to
the shore increases the threats they face, with
“toxins and pollution” from human activity
and industry entering the bay on a daily basis,
according to Banc-Prandi. To counter those
threats in Eilat and elsewhere, Banc-Prandi
has founded WeSea, an NGO dedicated to

raising awareness of the marine environment
and educating the public.

“We strongly believe that outreach and edu-
cation can truly change the fate of the marine
eco-system,” he said. To Zvuloni, saving the
coral is not only of ecological significance but
an “ethical duty.” With their stony or vegetative
appearances, most people encountering coral
don’t even realize that they are alive. “It’s an ani-
mal, a very sensitive one,” Habary said, “that
needs to be preserved.”— AFP

In this file photo in Aix en Provence, southern France, French violinist Renaud Capucon practices with the new applica-
tion “NomadPlay”, created by the French start-up Digital Music Solutions, which can replace virtually every orchestral
musician. — AFP photos

An Israeli Nature and Parks
Authority employee dives in the

Red Sea to remove corals.


